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WHAT MAKES JENNIFER AN EFFECTIVE CONSULTANT?

Jennifer has over 25 years experience as a leader, consultant, and

entrepreneur in the private, public and not-for-profit sectors. She has an 
impressive client list and has coached across diverse industries

including Blizzard Entertainment, HBO, Caltech, JPL, Southern California Gas, 

First American, Hyundai and many more. Her no-nonsense communication style 

and uncompromising commitment to results have made her a trusted advisor to 
business executives.

As an executive consultant, she is adept at creating solutions that work 

including business-centered people strategies and intense, practical, results-

oriented learning. Jennifer believes in creating a true coach-client partnership 

through open, honest, and direct dialogue. She adapts her approach to meet 

the unique needs of each individual, client and organization, and draws upon 

her own experiences as a seasoned business leader. Jennifer challenges and 
supports leaders in honing and advancing their leadership capabilities to

meet the evolving challenges of their role and the business.

COACHING EXPERTISE

Executive coaching, leadership development, strategic thinking, change 
management, candor, emotional intelligence, influence

and collaboration skills, self-awareness, executive presence, global

leadership, critical thinking and problem-solving, team alignment, high

impact communication, organization skills, interpersonal skills for technical 
leaders, and neuro-diversity in the workplace.

EDUCATION/CERTIFICATION

MA in Organization Development- Fielding Graduate University

BA in Psychology- University of Washington 

Certified Coach- The College of Executive Coaching in Santa Barbara

Certified Coach- Marshall Goldsmith Stakeholder Centered Coaching

Certified Global Leadership Coach- Global Coach Group

Graduate level certificate in Evidence-Based Coaching -Fielding Graduate Institute

OPERATIONAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

Jennifer has worked extensively in the financial services, marketing,

consumer goods and human service industries as a dedicated leader

building learning and development functions from the ground up. Her work

in partnering with business leaders and executives is highlighted by her

belief that talent management and leadership development are critical 

business strategies. She has worked in mergers and acquisitions as well as in 

start ups, rapidly scaling organizations, and extensive large scale change 

initiatives.

COACHING EXPERIENCE:

BUSINESS SECTORS: Aerospace, Entertainment, Healthcare, Automotive, Legal, 

Finance

LEADERSHIP LEVELS: VPs, SVPs, EVPs, C-Suite Executives

“While other coaches are 

often broadly prescriptive 

or offer “fortune-cookie” 

advice, Jen works with 

each client individually and 

helps you introspectively 

understand your own 

strengths and weaknesses. 

She then guides you, 

providing a mix of 

academic research and 

hands-on exercises, as you 

internalize adjustments 

and evolve your method of 

leadership in a way that is 

authentic to you. Working 

with Jen has given me 

additional managerial 

tools and has made me a 

more thoughtful, strategic, 

and effective leader.”
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